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Abstra t
We propose a de ision theoreti approa h for
de iding whi h interventions to perform so
as to learn the ausal stru ture of a model as
qui kly as possible. Without su h interventions, it is impossible to distinguish between
Markov equivalent models, even given in nite
data. We perform online MCMC to estimate
the posterior over graph stru tures, and use
importan e sampling to nd the best a tion
to perform at ea h step. We assume the data
is dis rete-valued and fully observed.

1 Introdu tion
There are essentially two kinds of approa hes for
learning the stru ture of Bayesian networks (BNs)
from data. The rst approa h tries to nd a graph
whi h satis es all the onstraints implied by the empiri al onditional independen ies measured in the
data [Pea00, SGS01℄. The se ond approa h sear hes
through the spa e of graphs and uses some s oring
metri to evaluate them [CH92, He 95, He 98℄, typially returning the highest s oring model found.
Both approa hes to stru ture learning su er from
the fundamental problem that, even given in nite
data, they an only identify the model up to Markov
equivalen e.1 This is adequate for density estimation
(i.e., if our goal is just to predi t future observations),
but is inadequate if our goal is ausal dis overy, sin e
1

Two graphs are Markov equivalent if they imply the
same set of ( onditional) independen ies. For example,
X !Y !Z , X
Y !Z and X
Y
Z are Markov equivalent, sin e they all represent X ? Z jY . In general, two
graphs are Markov equivalent i they have the same stru ture ignoring ar dire tions, and have the same v-stru tures
[VP90℄. (A v-stru ture onsists of onverging dire ted
edges into the same node, su h as X !Y Z .)

two BNs might be Markov equivalent and yet make different predi tions about the onsequen es of interventions (e.g., X ! Y and Y ! X are Markov equivalent,
but make very di erent assertions about the e e t on
Y of hanging X ).
The only way to distinguish members of the same
Markov equivalen e lass is to perform experiments.
By \experiments" we mean ideal interventions in the
sense of Pearl [Pea00℄, i.e., the learning agent an
lamp a subset of the variables to xed values. For
example, in the geneti s domain, an experiment might
onsist of \kno king out" a gene, whi h we an think
of as lamping it to a xed value. The manipulation
theorem [SGS01, Pea00℄ says that we an ompute the
onsequen es of su h interventions by \ utting" all the
ar s oming into the nodes whi h have been lamped
by intervention, and then doing probabilisti inferen e
in the \mutilated" graph in the usual way. (We are
assuming all nodes are observed; if there are hidden
nodes, we must use Pearl's \do al ulus" to ompute
the onsequen es of interventions [Pea00℄).
It is straightforward to modify existing Bayesian s oring methods to handle data obtained by interventional
studies (in addition to the usual passive observational
data). Spe i ally, we simply refrain from updating
the parameters of the nodes that were lamped [CY99℄.
(The intuitive justi ation for this is that observing
that a lamped node has a ertain value does not tell
us anything about how likely it is that that value would
o ur had we not for ed it.) What has not been studied | with the notable ex eption of [TK01℄, whi h we
dis uss in Se tion 6 | is a way to de ide whi h interventions to perform so as to learn the ausal stru ture
as qui kly/ heaply as possible. This is the goal of this
paper.
We adopt a standard de ision theoreti approa h to
the problem. The basi idea is to ompute a posterior probability distribution over graph stru tures
given some data, P (GjD), and then, for ea h possible
experimental a tion we an perform, ompute the ex-

pe ted utility of this a tion with respe t to our urrent
beliefs about the model. We then update our beliefs
given the out ome of the experiment and repeat. The
basi framework is dis ussed in Se tions 2 and 3.
Sin e the number of dire ted a yli graphs (DAGs)
grows super-exponentially with the number of nodes2 ,
we use a form of online MCMC to approximate our
belief state, P (GjD1: ), where D1: is the data we have
seen up to time-step t (i.e., t is the number of examples we have seen so far). In addition, omputing the
expe ted utility of an a tion requires enumerating all
possible observations, whi h takes O(2 ) time (assuming binary nodes). We approximate this using importan e sampling. We dis uss these approximations in
Se tion 4. In Se tion 5, we show some experimental
results using these approximations with three di erent
Bayes nets.
Before diving into the te hni al details, we remark on
the ontroversy on erning attempts to learn ausality
from data. Our laim is merely that statisti al signatures in the data an suggest ausal hypotheses that
an be he ked by experiment.
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2 A tive learning
The basi idea of our approa h is illustrated in the
in uen e diagram in Figure 1. We de ne the value
(expe ted utility) of performing an a tion A = a as

V (a) =

XX

g

2G 2Y

P (yjg; a; D)P (gjD)U (g; a; y; D)

A
Y

U

Figure 1: An in uen e diagram for one-shot experiment design. The dotted line is an informational ar ,
and spe i es that the data D is observed before the
a tion A (square node) is hosen. Y is a random variable that will be observed after a tion A. G is the
unknown graph (its parameters are not shown, sin e
they are integrated out). The diamond node U is the
utility.
Before going into details, we will show that maximizing log P (gja; y; D) is equivalent to maximizing the expe ted KL divergen e between our posterior and our
prior, or equivalently, to minimizing the onditional
entropy of H (GjY; a; D) [Ber79℄, whi h are perhaps
more familiar riteria.
V  = max E KL(P (Gja; Y; D)jjP (GjD))
= max
a

g;a

a

2
No losed-form formula is known for the number of
DAGs on n nodes, f (n), but the rst few values of f , for
9
n = 1; : : : ; 10, are 1, 3, 25, 543, 29281, 3781503, 1:1  10 ,
7:8  1011 , 1:2  1015 and 4:2  1018 [Coo99℄. A rude upper
2
bound is O(2n ), the number of boolean matri es.
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Sin e the denominator P (gjD) is independent of a, we
may drop it to get

V  = min

y

where U () is a utility fun tion, and P (yjg; a; D) is
the probability of generating observation y given that
we have performed a tion a on graph g (e.g., if a is an
intervention a tion, we need to mutilate g). G is the set
of hypotheses (DAGs) we are onsidering, Y is the
set of possible observations that g ould generate after
a tion a, and D is the past data. The best (myopi )
a tion is de ned to be a = arg max 2A V (a), where
A is the set of possible a tions (i.e., the set of values
to whi h we an lamp the settable nodes).
If the goal is to infer the model stru ture, and all
a tions ost the same, we an use the following utility fun tion: U (g; a; y; D) = log P (gja; y; D). In Se tion 5, we will show experimentally that inferring the
\ orre t" model stru ture is ne essary if we are to predi t the e e t of interventions, but is not ne essary if
we are simply to predi t future observations.
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3 Optimal algorithm
Let G be the ( nite) set of all DAGs that we are onsidering. If all nodes are dis rete (and hen e Y and
A are also nite sets), we an ompute the optimal
a tion by exhaustive enumeration, as follows.
for ea h a 2 A
V (a) = 0
for ea h y 2 Y
Compute P (yjg; a; D) 8g 2 G
ComputePP (gja; y; D) 8g 2 G
V (a)+= P (yjg; a; D)P (gjD) log P (gja; y; D)
g

For ompleteness, we brie y summarise how to ompute the various equations in the above algorithm. We
use standard te hniques for sequential Bayesian stru ture learning in fully observed, dis rete domains (see
[SL90, Bun94, He 98℄ for details).
The expression P (yjg; a; D) is the predi tive density of
g (the graph g modi ed by a tion a) given the past
a

data D evaluated at y. This is given by the following
equation:

P (yjg; a; D)
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where 1 (y) is an indi ator fun tion that is 1 if the
event (X = k;  = j ) o urs in ase y, and is 0
otherwise.
Q r is the number of values X an take on,
q = 2i r is the number of values X 's parents
an take on. For un lamped nodes, we de ne  =
P (X = kj = j ). For lamped nodes, we de ne
 = 1 if X is lamped to k and  = 0 otherwise.
(Hen e P (yjg; a; D) is 0 if y ontradi ts the values of
the lamped nodes implied by a). If we assume the
parameters of ea h node have independent Diri hlet
priors with hyperparameters
, the posterior mean
parameters are given by
+N
 = E [ jg; D℄ = P i
+N
=1
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where N =
2 1 (y). In this paper, we use
the priors
= 1=(r q ); [HGC95℄ all this the BDeu
metri . This ensures that Markov equivalent models
have the same marginal likelihood given observational
data alone, unlike using
= 1.
Sin e many of the graphs in G will share the same
families, we an use a a he to eÆ iently ompute
P (yjg; a; D) for all g 2 G . (For example, if g1 and
g2 only di er by a single edge addition/deletion, then
P (yjg1 ; a; D) and P (yjg2 ; a; D) will only di er by one
term.) Given the marginal likelihoods P (yjg; a; D) and
the priors P (gjD) we an ompute the posterior probability of ea h graph as follows:
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Choose G1 somehow e.g., at random
For t = 1; : : : ; B + N
Sample G0  Q(jG )
0
0
Compute R = (( tjj )) (( t0 jj t))
Sample u  Unif(0; 1)
If u < minf1; Rg
then G +1 := G0
else G +1 = G
Return G +1 ; : : : ; G +
t

ijk y

=1 j =1 k=1

gorithm is summarized below, where Q(G0 jG) is the
probability of proposing a move from G to G0 , B is
the burn-in period, and N is the number of samples
we want to draw. (See [MY95℄ for details.)

i

g

In this paper, we use uniform stru tural priors, P (g).

4 Sampling algorithm
The optimal algorithm assumes we an exhaustively
evaluate G , Y and A. Typi ally this will be too expensive. We now dis uss how to approximate ea h of
these in turn.
4.1

Sampling graphs

The basi idea is to use the Metropolis-Hastings (MH)
algorithm to draw samples from P (GjD). The al-
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The proposal distribution we use is to sample uniformly from the neighborhood of G, de ned to be
the set of all DAGs that di er from G by a single
edge addition, deletion or reversal. (A way of qui kly
he king that the proposed graph is a y li , based on
the an estor matrix, is des ribed in [GC01℄.) In other
words, Q(G0 jG) = 1=jnbd(G)j, for G0 2 nbd(G), and
Q(G0 jG) = 0 for G0 62 ndb(G), so
jnbd(G)jP (G0 )P (DjG0 )
R=
jnbd(G0 )jP (G)P (DjG))
where the marginal likelihood is given by [CH92℄
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The main advantage of this proposal distribution
is that it is eÆ ient to ompute the Bayes fa tor
P (DjG0 )=P (DjG), sin e all but one (or two, in the
ase of an edge reversal) terms in the marginal likelihood ratio an el.
[MAPV96℄ suggested sear hing the (smaller) spa e of
(Markov) equivalen e lasses of DAGs, but this is inappropriate when we have interventional data. [FK00℄
suggested sear hing the (even smaller) spa e of total
orderings of the nodes, marginalizing out the a tual
stru ture. Although this onverges mu h faster, we
hose not to pursue this te hnique, sin e we nd it
easier to design priors and heuristi proposal distributions in the spa e of graphs rather than orderings (see
Se tion 6).
The MH algorithm as des ribed above is appropriate
for oine (bat h) omputation. However, we need to
ompute P (GjD1: ) online (sequentially). We therefore ombine the ideas of parti le ltering (see e.g.,
[DdFG01℄) with MH as follows. The belief state,
P (GjD1: ), is represented as a set of weighted parti les
(samples). When a new observation arrives, we apply
a small number, B , of MH moves to ea h parti le to
t

t

get an approximation to P (GjD1: +1 ). The justi ation for this is that the new belief state is likely to be
very similar to the old one (sin e we only have one new
observation). We initialise by sampling from our prior
P (G).
Finally, we remark that in some domains, we have
enough prior knowledge to onstru t a small set of
hypotheti al models, so we an feasibly enumerate all
of G without needing to use MCMC.

V (a)+ = w P (gjD) log P (gja; y; D)

t

4.2

Sampling observations

n
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2Ys

w f (y)
y

where f (y) = P (gjD) log P (gja; y; D), Y is a set of
sampled y's drawn from some proposal distribution
Q(), and w are the normalized importan e weights:
w / P (yjg; a; D)=Q(y).
Combining these two approximations, we modify the
above a tive learning algorithm as follows.
s
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Sample G  P (jD) using MCMC
for ea h a 2 A
V (a) = 0
Sample Y  Q(ja; D)
for ea h y 2 Y
Compute w (g) = P (yjg; a; D)=Q(y) 8g 2 G
Compute P (gja; y; D) 8g 2 G
Set w (g) = P y ( )0 ( ) 8g 2 G
P P y0 y
w (g)P (gjD) log P (gja; y; D)
V (a)+=
s
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The simplest proposal distribution for y is the uniform
one: Q(y) = 1=2 , where we have assumed that all
nodes are binary and the a tion a has lamped k nodes.
The optimal proposal is of ourse Q(y) = P (yjg; a; D).
In this ase, the algorithm be omes
k

Sample G  P (jD) using MCMC
for ea h a 2 A
V (a) = 0
for ea h g 2 G
Sample Y  P (jg; a; D)
Set w = 1=jY j
for ea h y 2 Y
Compute P (g0 ja; y; D) 8g0 2 G
s
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g

4.3

Sampling a tions

Finally, we onsider the max omputation. If we an
lamp up to k nodessimultaneously,
and all nodes are

n
binary, then jAj  k 2 = O(n ). Sin e it is often
diÆ ult or expensive to lamp many nodes simultaneously, k is often small; hen e n is a low order polynomial. Nevertheless, sin e we must do O(jG j  jYj )
omputations per a tion, this an be expensive. We
are urrently working on some heuristi methods to
avoid this brute for e enumeration.
For ontinuous-valued nodes, the number of a tions
is in prin iple in nite, although in pra ti e it might
be reasonable to dis retize the a tion spa e. For example, in the geneti s domain, we might be able to
lamp a node to its \wildtype" (mean) value , to
\overexpress" it ( lamp it to  + , where  is the
standard or to \underexpress" it ( lamp it to  ).
(See [BMI99℄ for an interesting MCMC approa h to
sele ting ontinuous-valued a tions.)
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How many samples?

The question of how many samples we need to take is
an interesting one. The key insight is that, for a tion
sele tion, it is the relative values of V (a) that matter.
This idea has been exploited in [OK00℄ to redu e the
number of samples used (see also the \Hoe ding ra es"
approa h of [MM93℄). However, in this paper, we just
use a xed number of samples.
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4.4

s

y

Sin e this is O(jG j2 ), it is typi ally too expensive. A
heaper approximation
Pwould be to sample from the
P (yjg; a; D)P (gjD). In this
mixture distribution
paper, however, we just sample from the uniform distribution.

a

Even if we an nd a small set of probable andidate
models, the size of ea h model in this set, n, might
be large, making it expensive to sum over all possible observations. (If all nodes are binary, there are
O(2 ) possible observations, and for ontinuous-valued
nodes, there are an in nite number.) In this ase, we
an use importan e sampling. The basi idea is to
make the following approximation

E f (Y ) 
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5 Results3
We ompare the behavior of the a tive learner with two
other algorithms: passive observation, and random interventions. We assume we an lamp up to two nodes
simultaneously to any of their legal values. There are
various ways to ompare the algorithms. Sin e the
posterior over all graphs is too big to easily visualize,
one way of ompressing it, following [TK01℄, is to ompute the L1 edge error indu ed by belief state at time
3
All of the experiments were performed in Matlab
using the Bayes Net Toolbox, whi h is available from
www. s.berkeley.edu/ murphyk/Bayes/bnt.html.
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Figure 2: L1 edge error against number of examples
for the an er network using random CPD parameters
from a uniform distribution. The lines from top to
bottom represent passive, random and a tive learning.
We used 10 sampled observations, 100 sampled graphs.
and averaged over 5 trials.
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Figure 4: L1 edge error against number of examples
for the ar troubleshooter network using random CPD
parameters from a Beta(0.2,0.2) distribution. The top,
dotted line is the passive learner, the other two lines
are the random and a tive learners. We used 100 sampled observations, 300 sampled graphs, and averaged
over 5 trials.
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Figure 3: L1 edge error against number of examples
for the Asia network using the published CPD parameters. The lines from top to bottom represent passive,
P
exrandom and a tive learning. We omputed
a tly, used 100 sampled graphs, and averaged over 10
trials.
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Figure 5: Predi tion performan e after 0, 1, 2 or 3
interventions to the Asia network. The verti al axis is
negative log likelihood, the horizontal axis is number
of examples. The dotted line is the passive learner, the
other two lines are the random and a tive learners. We
averaged over 10 trials.
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where I  (X !X ) is an indi ator variable that is 1
if there is an edge from X to X in the true graph
stru ture G , and X ?X means there is no onne tion
between X and X . (Hen eforth we shall all the true
model the \ora le".)
Another metri is to evaluate the ability of the models
to predi t future observations, either drawn from the
ora le, or generated in response to an intervention in
the ora le. To do this, we simply generate a test set
of size M using the (possibly mutilated) ora le, and
ompute its average negative log likelihood a ording
to the urrent belief state of the learner:
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errpred (P ) =
log P (y jg)P (gjD1: )
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We onsider performing 0, 1 and 2 interventions in the
ora le, whi h orresponds to lamping 0, 1 and 2 nodes
simultaneously to random values, and then sampling
the other nodes. A test set onsists of M = 20 su h
ases.
To be omparable with [TK01℄, we test our algorithm
on three ommonly-used networks: the 5 node an er
network [FMR98℄, the 8 node Asia network [LS88℄, and
the 12 node ar trouble-shooter network [HBR94℄. All
networks have binary nodes with multinomial onditional probability distributions (CPDs). For the Asia
network, we used the published parameters. For the
other networks, we sampled the CPD parameters from
a Diri hlet distribution. By hanging the parameters
of the Diri hlet, we an ontrol the degree of determinism. Spe i ally, as
!0, the CPTs be ome
more deterministi ; for
= 1, the CPT entries are
hosen uniformly on [0; 1℄ (subje t to the sum-to-one
onstraint); and as
!1, ea h row of the CPT
tends towards the maximum entropy distribution of
[1=r ; : : : ; 1=r ℄.
In Figures 2, 3 and 4, we show how the L1 error
de reases as the number of examples in reases. For
the an er and Asia networks, we see that the a tive
learner identi es the stru ture mu h more qui kly than
the random or passive learners. For the ar trouble
shooter network, however, the a tive learner does not
seem to do any better than the random learner; presumably this is be ause we are not sampling for long
enough. This is something we plan to investigate further.
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In Figure 5, we plot the predi tion performan e of the
learners for the Asia network. In Figure 5(a) we see
that the passive learner an predi t observations from
the unmutilated ora le slightly better than the other
learners (initially, at least), even though it has the
\wrong" stru ture. However, Figures 5(b-d) indi ate
that knowing the right stru ture helps to predi t the
e e t of interventions, as expe ted, espe ially as the
number of lamped nodes in reases. We have found
this to be true for the other models as well, espe ially
in the more deterministi parameter regime.

6 Related work
Most previous work on a tive learning has been in the
ontext of lassi ation, regression or fun tion optimization. In the ase of linear regression, the minimum posterior entropy riterion dis ussed in Se tion 2
is alled D-optimality, and an be maximized in losed
form. Many other results (su h as A-optimility, Goptimality, et .) have been derived for the linear regression model, in both a Bayesian and non-Bayesian
setting (see e.g., [CV95℄ for a review). There has also
been work on a tive learning for non-linear regression models (e.g., neural networks [Ma 92℄ and lo ally
weighted regression [CGJ96℄), where the obje tive is
to minimize the expe ted varian e of the predi tor.
In the above works, the a tive learner an hoose any
point in the input spa e. By ontrast, in the query
ltering paradigm, the learner an hoose to see the
label of ertain items from a stream of inputs (see e.g.,
[FSST97℄).
In the PAC setting, [Ang88℄ showed how the ability to
ask questions redu es the problem of identifying ertain kinds of boolean fun tions from NP- omplete to
polynomial time. [BHH95℄ and [TR98℄ have exended
this to a tive learning of tree-stru tured boolean fun tions, where the internal nodes are hidden. [AKMM98℄
have some results on erning upper and lower bounds
on the number of experiments ne essary to learn (possibly y li ) boolean networks. [ITK00℄ dis usses a tive learning te hniques for learning boolean networks
using an entropy-based ost fun tion.
The most losely related work is that of Tong and
Koller [TK01℄, who also use a de ision theoreti framework for BN stru ture learning. (We shall hen eforth
refer to this as the \TK" algorithm.) The TK algorithm builds upon [FK00℄, who do MCMC over total
orderings of the nodes, instead of over DAGs. The
spa e of orderings is \only" of size n!, mu h smaller
than 2 the spa e of DAGs, whi h is a spa e of size
O(2 ). The key insight is that, onditioned on an
ordering , the parents for ea h node an be hosen
independently (be ause there is no longer any global
n

a y li ity onstraint), and hen e an marginalized out.
TK extend this
P by showing how, onditioned on , one
(needed for the expe ted utility oman perform
putation) using the variable elimination algorithm.
The advantages of our algorithm over TK are its simpli ity, the fa t that it makes no assumptions about the
form of the loss fun tion, and the fa t that it an in orporate prior stru tural knowledge. The
P loss fun tion
H , where
used by TK is Loss(P (Gja; y; D)) =
H is the entropy asso iated with the edge distribution between nodes i and j . Although this is fairly
intuitive, it is not as theoreti ally well motivated as
H (GjY; a; D), whi h we used above.
The advantage of theP
TK algorithm over ours is speed.
analyti ally, instead of using
Firstly, it omputes
importan e sampling. And se ondly, it uses MCMC
in the smaller spa e of orderings. However, it is not
lear how big the former speedup is: the ost of variable elimination depends on the indu ed width of the
graph, whi h in turn depends on the summation ordering and the stru ture of the graphs indu ed by the set
of all possible families; hen e the indu ed width an
be ome quite large. Also, while [FK00℄ have shown
that MCMC in the spa e of orderings onverges faster
than in the spa e of DAGs, we believe that for either
approa h to be really pra ti al, one will need strong
prior knowledge, and it is easier to spe ify a prior as
P (G) rather than the mu h less natural P (Gj ).
y

ij

ij

ij

y

7 Future work
There are many issues we would like to pursue in
the future, the main ones being: ontinuous variables,
missing data, online learning, and dynami al systems.
and appli ations to biology.
For ontinuous variables, we plan to use linearGaussian CPDs, possibly with non-linear basis fun tions, as dis ussed above. (The use of su h nonlinearities makes this di erent from the global jointly
Gaussian approa h of [HG95℄.) For missing data, we
plan to use sampling (data augmentation). The a tions might now also onsist of hoosing to measure
a hidden variable, as in lassi al value-of-information
omputations. For online learning, we an no longer
keep the whole dataset D, nor an we store the (expe ted) suÆ ient statisti s for all possible models. One
approa h would be to keep the statisti s just for a
\fringe" of probable models, as in [FG97℄.
It is straightforward to adapt the above te hniques
to learn the stru ture of a dynami Bayesian network
(DBN) from time series data .f., [FMR98℄. If we only
allow ar s between time-sli es (\dia hroni " ar s), the
parents for ea h node an be hosen independently,

as in feature subset sele tion. Hen e we an get the
advantages of the TK algorithm without the need to
sample node orderings.
Finally, we eventually hope to apply the algorithm
to the problem of experiment design for inferring the
stru ture of gene regulatory networks.
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